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Reviews ^ The expressionReviews ^ The expression
of emotions in diseaseof emotions in disease

The preponderating importance of emo-The preponderating importance of emo-

tion, using the term in its psychologicaltion, using the term in its psychological

meaning of feeling or affection as con-meaning of feeling or affection as con-

trasted with sensation, and including withintrasted with sensation, and including within

it all affective states, in the composition ofit all affective states, in the composition of

character and the multitudinous expres-character and the multitudinous expres-

sions of human personality in conduct, hassions of human personality in conduct, has

long been recognized in normal psychology,long been recognized in normal psychology,

but the dominating influence of affectivebut the dominating influence of affective

states in the clinical pictures presented bystates in the clinical pictures presented by

the insane is not so generally admitted.the insane is not so generally admitted.

Doubtless the confused state of ourDoubtless the confused state of our

knowledge and the opposing tenets of manyknowledge and the opposing tenets of many

widely-quoted authorities as to the naturewidely-quoted authorities as to the nature

of affectivity have helped to obscure theof affectivity have helped to obscure the

truth, so greatly in fact that, to take onlytruth, so greatly in fact that, to take only

one example, according to the strict letterone example, according to the strict letter

of the law of England,of the law of England, knowledgeknowledge of theof the

nature and quality of an act is still the solenature and quality of an act is still the sole

criterion of responsibility. That therecriterion of responsibility. That there

should be this obscurity, however, springs,should be this obscurity, however, springs,

in the very nature of things, from the recon-in the very nature of things, from the recon-

dite quality of the emotions. The sweep ofdite quality of the emotions. The sweep of

the intelligence, the richness of memorialthe intelligence, the richness of memorial

images and their power of voluntary recall,images and their power of voluntary recall,

and the range, intensity, and duration ofand the range, intensity, and duration of

sensorial impressions, are all more or lesssensorial impressions, are all more or less

within the limits of calculation and, in somewithin the limits of calculation and, in some

directions, of mathematical statement; butdirections, of mathematical statement; but

affective reactions are so multitudinous, soaffective reactions are so multitudinous, so

elusive, so susceptible of concealment, and,elusive, so susceptible of concealment, and,

as Wundt has shown, so inaccessible toas Wundt has shown, so inaccessible to

observation, that their scientific investigationobservation, that their scientific investigation

and classificationand classification from objective data is afrom objective data is a

matter of the greatest difficulty. In normalmatter of the greatest difficulty. In normal

psychology the old intellectualistic viewspsychology the old intellectualistic views

by which the feelings were regarded asby which the feelings were regarded as

‘‘confused intelligence’’ still persist in oppo-‘‘confused intelligence’’ still persist in oppo-

sition to the physiological or biologicalsition to the physiological or biological

doctrines of James, Lange, Maudsley,doctrines of James, Lange, Maudsley,

Mercier, Ribot, and others. Now, it is pre-Mercier, Ribot, and others. Now, it is pre-

cisely on such controversial questions ascisely on such controversial questions as

these that careful observation of the expres-these that careful observation of the expres-

sions of the emotions in morbid disintegra-sions of the emotions in morbid disintegra-

tions or alterations of the personality in thetions or alterations of the personality in the

insane, hysterical, and neurasthenic is likelyinsane, hysterical, and neurasthenic is likely

to shed much light. In this field, Janet,to shed much light. In this field, Janet,

Freud, Loewenfeld, and others have doneFreud, Loewenfeld, and others have done

distinguished work, and to these namesdistinguished work, and to these names

must be added that of Professor Bleuler ofmust be added that of Professor Bleuler of

Zurich, whose small book on affectivity,Zurich, whose small book on affectivity,

suggestibility, and paranoiasuggestibility, and paranoia11 has latelyhas lately

appeared. . . .appeared. . . .

Turning to the question of the funda-Turning to the question of the funda-

mental mechanism in paranoia Professormental mechanism in paranoia Professor

Bleuler is, on the other hand, opposed toBleuler is, on the other hand, opposed to

those who refer the various delusions ofthose who refer the various delusions of

persecution or of grandeur, the strikingpersecution or of grandeur, the striking

egotism or ego-centric character, and theegotism or ego-centric character, and the

pathognomonic morbid suspicion of para-pathognomonic morbid suspicion of para-

noiacs to an abnormal affective constitu-noiacs to an abnormal affective constitu-

tion, but he regards them as intellectuallytion, but he regards them as intellectually

determined, differing from the mistakes ofdetermined, differing from the mistakes of

the sane only by reason of their incorrigi-the sane only by reason of their incorrigi-

bility. This incorrigibility, however, is thebility. This incorrigibility, however, is the

veryvery crux criticorumcrux criticorum; and though Professor; and though Professor

Bleuler states that the ego-centric character,Bleuler states that the ego-centric character,

for example, is due to ‘‘the circumstancefor example, is due to ‘‘the circumstance

that in the foreground of his mind therethat in the foreground of his mind there

is continually present an affectively-is continually present an affectively-

accentuated idea complex,’’ the reason ofaccentuated idea complex,’’ the reason of

this is still to seek at any rate according tothis is still to seek at any rate according to

Professor Bleuler’s theory, and is to beProfessor Bleuler’s theory, and is to be

found, we suspect, in most cases in thefound, we suspect, in most cases in the

affective character. We say in most casesaffective character. We say in most cases

because it may very well be that, as Profes-because it may very well be that, as Profes-

sor Bleuler hints, cases essentially differentsor Bleuler hints, cases essentially different

are at present included within the categoryare at present included within the category

of paranoia. Doubtless the various factorsof paranoia. Doubtless the various factors

which he instances as likely to induce thewhich he instances as likely to induce the

incorrigible frame of mind, anatomical,incorrigible frame of mind, anatomical,

chemical, or ‘‘functional’’ conditions, orchemical, or ‘‘functional’’ conditions, or

the fact of a ‘‘the fact of a ‘‘Riss im LebenRiss im Leben’’ play their’’ play their

part; but this is, we believe, because theypart; but this is, we believe, because they

find in the affective character their pointfind in the affective character their point

of application. The whole question is en-of application. The whole question is en-

compassed with difficulties, but Professorcompassed with difficulties, but Professor

Bleuler’s masterly exposition of an exceed-Bleuler’s masterly exposition of an exceed-

ingly intricate subject will commend itselfingly intricate subject will commend itself

to all readersto all readers
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